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7

Abstract8

Software fault localization is one of the most tedious and costly activities in program9

debugging in the endeavor to identify faults locations in a software program. In this paper,10

the studies that used spectrum-based fault localization (SBFL) techniques that makes use of11

different multiple fault localization debugging methods such as one-bug-at-a-time (OBA)12

debugging, parallel debugging, and simultaneous debugging in localizing multiple faults are13

classified and critically analyzed in order to extensively discuss the current research trends,14

issues, and challenges in this field of study. The outcome strongly shows that there is a high15

utilization of OBA debugging method, poor fault isolation accuracy, and dominant use of16

artificial faults that limit the existing techniques applicability in the software industry.17

18

Index terms— software fault localization, fault interference, fault isolation, program debugging, multiple19
faults.20

1 I. Introduction21

n recent years, advances in software development have led to the increase in complexity of software programs,22
which adversely resulted in a rise in software failures [1]. The introduction of these failures in a software program23
due to increasing complexity has negative impacts on software quality, and this has been attributed to the lack24
of software conformance to it defined requirements [2]. Effective fault localization is important, as 50% to 80%25
of development and maintenance costs are spent in the debugging process that involves failure detection, fault26
localization, as well as fault repair [3,4]. Furthermore, this process (fault localization) is also considered as one27
of the most tedious, time-consuming, and costly activities in the debugging process [3]. In the past few decades,28
fault localization has received much research attention, notably because the process tends to be difficult when29
conducted manually [5][6][7]. Manual fault localization techniques are costly especially when applied in largescale30
software programs that have thousands or millions of lines of code [8].31

In order to address the issues of manual fault localization techniques, researchers have proposed various au-32
tomated fault localization techniques [9][10][11][12][13][14][15][16][17][18][19][20][21][22][23][24]. Some techniques33
exploited program execution behavior whilst others attempted to build models to explain program failure [12,25].34
Hence, most of these techniques are proven to be helpful in facilitating software development and maintenance35
process especially on single-fault programs [26]. Although empirical studies revealed that failure in programs can36
be caused by multiple faults [11,27], most existing studies localize faults based on the assumption that a program37
has a single fault [28]. Consequently, this presumption adversely impacts the effectiveness of fault localization38
due to the possibility of having more than one fault in a faulty program [29,30]. Principally, this is due to fault39
interference, a phenomenon which plays a major role in the reduction of fault localization techniques effectiveness40
in the context of multiple fault. Previous studies [27,29,[31][32][33] have empirically investigated this phenomenon41
and its effects on fault localization inferencing.42

As for related work, Parmar et al. [34] surveyed few automated fault localization techniques extensively where43
most of the techniques reviewed were statisticalbased, which are focused on localizing single faults. Similarly,44
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5 III. DISCUSSION

another study [35] surveyed some of the most important techniques and approaches in the domain of software fault45
localization, to give readers an overview of progress made in the field of research. However, the study also does not46
review works related to multiple fault localization. Moreover, Wong et al. [1,36] conducted an extensive general47
survey on software fault localization and highlighted both traditional and advanced software fault localization48
techniques holistically. Furthermore, issues and challenges facing both single fault localization and multiple fault49
localization were highlighted in general. Likewise, a previous study [37] surveyed and categorized some of the50
most important techniques for automated fault localization and some I challenges in the field of study were51
also highlighted. The study also does not address multiple fault localization. Additionally, Perez et al. [38]52
investigated automated fault localization techniques in relation to single fault localization. Another study [39]53
conducted a survey on the state-of-the-art Spectrum-based fault localization techniques (SBFL) with respect to54
cost and quantity of faults. The study highlighted the recent advances and challenges on SBFL research. However,55
studies on multiple fault localization were not highlighted. Zakari et al. [40] conducted a survey on software56
fault localization techniques. The study highlights some issues and limitations in the field of study. Additionally,57
Zakari et al. [41] conducted a systematic mapping study on software fault localization to highlights the recent58
trends in the research domain. Overall, even though these studies investigated fault localization holistically,59
there has been limited or no studies conducted to review studies that use SBFL techniques for multiple fault60
localization.61

In order to address this gap, we conducted a review to analyse, classify and critically investigate studies on62
multiple fault localization that are specifically based on SBFL techniques. Based on our methodology in Section63
2, 30 studies are selected for this study. This survey is essential so that software engineers and testers will be able64
to deeply understand the field of study. Additionally, through this survey, researchers would be able to identify65
research issues and challenges to eventually propose effective solutions.66

The remaining part of this paper is organized into different sections. Section 2 highlights the research67
methodology. Section 3 gives the discussion. Section 4 presents the issues and challenges. The study is concluded68
in Section 5.69

2 II. Research Methodology70

In this section, the methodology adopted for paper selection is presented to aid in selecting the most suitable71
papers in the research area. Papers on multiple fault localization that strictly used the SBFL technique were72
selected for this study. This is important so as to narrow down the review space to a more define problem73
space and to also select important papers. The systematic methodology was adopted following the guidelines of74
Kitchenham [42].75

3 a) Search Criteria76

In order to select the papers for this survey, a search was conducted on various digital library sources to not77
miss out on relevant papers. In this process, the following digital libraries were selected; IEEE Xplore, ACM,78
and Springer. Primarily, search criteria were conducted by composing a search query. This involved inclusion of79
important terms, keywords, and their synonyms based on the purpose of this paper. Hence, only peer-reviewed80
articles were targeted. The search string used in our former study is adopted [41].81

The earliest selected study was published in 2011 and the last date was set to 2018 in order to confirm that all82
related relevant papers within this period are included. Based on Kitchenham [42] recommendation, only papers83
written in English were considered. Additionally, the search is narrowed down to only papers that address the84
issue of multiple fault localization and also utilized the SBFL technique for fault localization. Therefore, papers85
that do not utilized SBFL technique were excluded, also, survey/review papers were also not considered. Based86
on these criteria, 1160 potential papers were initially collected.87

4 b) Paper Selection Strategy88

Based on the above defined search criteria, a three-stage paper selection strategy shown in Figure 1 was conducted,89
as follows:90

Stage 1: In this stage, 1160 potential papers were thoroughly checked to remove any duplicates. However,91
a large number of irrelevant papers were also observed due to conflict between topics. For instance, faults and92
localization terms are related to topics in electrical engineering research field or can be related to other fields in93
physics and telecommunications. Finally, after Stage 1, 350 papers were considered.94

Stage 2: In this stage, the abstracts of the 350 selected papers were checked based on the purpose of this95
paper. In this process, papers were classified based on their application on multiple-fault programs and the basic96
techniques utilized. As a result, 120 papers were obtained.97

Stage 3: In this stage, the research team read the full text of all the 120 papers. Out of these, 30 papers were98
found to directly relate to the purpose of this paper.99

5 III. Discussion100

In this section, the papers are critically analyzed. In addition, recent trends were identified in the field of study.101
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6 a) Studies on Fault Interference Phenomenon102

Fault interference is a phenomenon that alters the behavioral normality of tests execution when more than one103
fault exists in a program under test. This phenomenon is inevitable in a multiple fault scenario. Existing studies104
[29,31] showed the high occurrence of both ”constructive interference” and ”destructive interference” where the105
latter is the most prevalent. A study by [33] also has nearly the same results based on an experiment on object-106
oriented Java programs, whereby ”destructive interference” has the most prevalence. Constructive interference107
occurs when a test case that passed in the presence of single fault fails in the presence of multiple faults. On the108
other hand, destructive interference takes place when a test case that failed in the presence of single fault passes109
in the presence of multiple faults. This also implies that the higher the number of faults, the higher the frequency110
of interferences. It was observed that test cases that failed on a multiple-fault program might not be enough to111
effectively localize faults. Hence, most existing studies observed the reduction in effectiveness especially when112
using the SBFL techniques for fault localization. However, most of the existing studies report that a single fault113
can be localized with relatively good effectiveness [29,43].114

Moreover, the existing studies found out that the more faults a program has, the more interference occurs.115
This means that faults will be tough to localize if a program has many faults. We have identified four studies116
from our selected papers that investigate the fault interference phenomenon. These studies showed the impact117
of multiple faults on localization inferencing. The studies highlighted in Table 1 are all the investigative studies118
done from 2011 to access the impact of fault interference on localization inferencing on programs with multiple119
faults, as well as to identify which type of interference is the most prevalent. Practically, the studies in Table120
1 have all been conducted using the One-bug-at-a-time (OBA) debugging method. These studies do not only121
show that interference occurs but clearly shows the disadvantages of utilizing an OBA method for multiple fault122
localization. We observed that all the studies on fault interference phenomenon have concluded that destructive123
interference is the most prevalent.124

7 b) Classification of Debugging Methods Utilized in Localizing125

Multiple Faults across the Selected Studies126

In this section, debugging methods were identified that are used to localize multiple faults. Hence, the selected127
papers were classified based on the method utilized. We have identified three prominent debugging methods128
that are used in localizing multiple faults from the selected papers which are OBA debugging method, parallel129
debugging method, and simultaneous debugging method. Table 2 shows that 80% of the selected papers used130
the OBA method, followed by parallel debugging method with 16.7%, and simultaneous method with 3.3%. This131
shows that the OBA method is the most utilized among the three identified debugging methods. This indicates132
that most of the studies utilizing the SBFL technique used the OBA method for multiple fault localization, with133
few studies adopting both parallel debugging method and simultaneous debugging method.134

research domain, which are real faults and artificial faults. This section will highlight statistically the use of135
faults types by our selected papers.136

Artificial faults are faults that are manually seeded or created using mutation-based fault injection techniques137
in order to create program versions with many faults. Moreover, real faults are real world faults that naturally138
resides in the program under test without human interference in adding it. A recent study [68] evaluated the139
effectiveness of existing fault localization formulae by using both artificial faults and real faults. The result of the140
study shows that the outcome of a fault localization technique used in programs with artificial faults is insignificant141
as compared to the same experiment on programs with real faults. This also implies that generalization of fault142
localization results based on programs with artificial faults is not realistic as compared to results on the same143
programs containing real faults. However, we observed that artificial faults are the most commonly used faults144
in the selected papers despite its disadvantages. Therefore, this undermines the generalization of the existing145
studies results in the software industry [1].146

8 Figure 2:147

Fault utilization across all the selected studies Figure ?? shows the distribution of fault utilization across all the148
selected papers. From the figure, we observed that 56% of the studies used artificial faults, 27% used real faults,149
while 17% used both real and artificial faults in their experiments, respectively.150

9 d) The Evaluation Metrics Utilized Across the Selected Stud-151

ies152

Evaluation metrics are standard metrics used in assessing the effectiveness of a given software fault localization153
technique. Table 3 shows the list of identified evaluation metrics used from the selected papers. Four key154
evaluation metrics were identified, namely Exam score, Expense score, Wasted effort, and Precision & recall.155
Expense score is defined as the percentage of code that a programmer needs to examine so as to find only the156
first bug in a multiple-fault program [8]. On the other hand, Exam score is defined as a percentage of executable157
statements that needs to be examined to find a fault [43]. Also, Wasted effort was defined by Abreu et al. [69]158
as the percentage of nonfaulty program statements that were checked before the faulty statement is found. And,159
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13 V. CONCLUSION

Precision & recall refers to the number and ratio of lines of code that are identified to be faulty with respect to160
the overall program lines of code.161

Out of the 30 selected papers, 33.3% of the studies use Expense score, 23.3% use Exam score, 13.3% use162
Wasted effort, and lastly 10% use Precision & recall. However, for 6 (20%) studies, the evaluation metric used163
was not clear. Therefore, the findings show that Expense score and Exam score are the most utilized by the164
selected papers, respectively.165

10 Evaluation metrics Studies166

Expense score [17,27,29,33,[52][53][54][55][56][57] Exam score ??43, 49-51, 63, 64, 67] Wasted effort [46][47][48]65]167
Precision & recall [44,45,66] e) Fault Isolation Fault isolation is the process of isolating faults caused by different168
failures into separate clusters for efficient and more effective multiple fault localization. Most of the selected169
papers that utilized method such as parallel debugging used various clustering algorithms to isolate faults.170

From the selected papers, k-mean clustering has shown to be better than most of the existing clustering171
algorithms used for isolating faults [63]. Clustering algorithms have contributed immensely to fault isolation [70],172
which further aids in localizing multiple faults. From the selected studies, five works were found to utilize various173
clustering algorithms for fault isolation, thus representing 16.7% of the selected studies [17,[63][64][65][66]. This174
trend shows the importance of clustering algorithms in multiple fault localization.175

11 IV. Issues & Challenges176

While investigating the selected papers, different research issues and challenges were identified. Highlighting177
these issues and challenges is important and is expected to help researchers to further address them.178

Firstly, fault interference is no doubt an inevitable factor as it occurs when more than one fault exists in179
a software program. This phenomenon reduces fault localization techniques inferencing due to fault-tofailure180
complexity [29]. With the utilization of method such as parallel debugging, this phenomenon has been subsided181
with the aid of clustering algorithms for fault isolation. However, various studies indicated the lack of Artificial182
faults 56%183

12 Real faults 27%184

Both 17%185
accuracy of these algorithms isolating faults [11,63]. Perhaps, better clustering algorithms are needed to resolve186

this issue which will help reduce the impact of fault interference and improve localization effectiveness.187
OBA debugging method has gained a lot of attention in recent years particularly among studies utilizing188

the SBFL technique, with 80% of the selected papers utilizing the method. Various studies have hinted on the189
shortcomings in using the method for localizing multiple faults, because more time needs to be spent in the190
localization process and additional faults might be introduced in the software program [20,29,33]. However, its191
increased usage is alarming, with methods design to solve the problem having less attention such as simultaneous192
method with 3.3% contribution, and parallelization method with 16.7% contribution. Hence, in order to improve193
localization effectiveness in multiple fault context, more studies in these two methods (parallel and simultaneous194
methods) is of eminent importance.195

Furthermore, artificial faults are often used to replicate real faults behavior. These faults are manually seeded196
or inserted using mutation-based fault injection techniques in a software program. As depicted in Figure ??, most197
of the studies are using artificial faults (56%), but this trend can be associated with the high usage of standard198
subject programs such as Siemens suite programs. This trend is a concern because Siemens suite programs contain199
single faults by default [69]. Therefore, a researcher has to seed the faults (artificial fault) to create multiple-fault200
versions. This process is expected to cause bias in the whole fault localization process and raise many questions201
on the credibility of the fault localization technique in the software industries. Hence, more utilization of real202
programs with real faults can aid in generating credible fault localization results and further encourage the use203
of fault localization techniques in the software industry.204

Moreover, on fault isolation, looking at the importance of clustering algorithms in the isolation of multiple205
faults and the lack of accuracy affecting the existing algorithms utilized in the literature, exploring machine206
learning algorithms might improve fault isolation accuracy and enhance both effectiveness and efficiency in the207
fault localization process in the research domain. Overall, multiple fault localization research area has gain208
reasonable attention in the last decade. However, for the research area to progress, the highlighted issues and209
challenges need to be resolved with novel or enhanced solutions.210

13 V. Conclusion211

Over the years, software has become larger and more complex with fault localization being even more difficult212
than ever before. Fault localization has become even more challenging when applied to software programs with213
multiple faults, particularly when using the one-bug-at-a-time (OBA) debugging method. Multiple faults reduce214
the efficacy of the existing fault localization techniques due to fault interference phenomenon. However, the215
utilization of OBA method will increase software time-to-delivery and also bring more faults to the program216
under test. Researchers have proposed various techniques and methods to tackle this problem and provide217
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an environment for developers to localize multiple faults simultaneously. Methods such as simultaneous and218
parallelization have been used to help solve these issues. However, with all the research efforts, the localization219
effectiveness and fault isolation accuracy are still not optimal. In this study, 30 papers from 2011-2018 based on220
multiple fault localization using spectrum-based fault localization (SBFL) techniques were extensively reviewed.221
Additionally, trends, issues, and challenges were identified and discussed to further help researchers get a holistic222
understanding of the field of study.223

Based on the obtained results, research on multiple fault localization using the SBFL technique has gained224
momentous attention in the last decade. Key findings relate to fault interference, multiple fault debugging225
methods, fault types, evaluation metrics utilized, and fault isolation were identified and explored. Furthermore,226
the use of artificial faults to access a fault localization technique effectiveness does not depict real industrial227
reality. Artificial faults are dominantly used by our selected in multiple fault localization research (See Figure228
??) particularly due to the high utilization of the Siemens suite programs by the selected studies. Therefore,229
addressing these issues are crucial to the application of the existing multiple fault localization techniques in the230
software industry. 1 2 3

1

Figure 1: Figure 1 :
231
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2© 2020 Global Journals Spectrum-based Fault Localization Techniques Application on Multiple-Fault
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3Spectrum-based Fault Localization Techniques Application on Multiple-Fault Programs: A Review
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13 V. CONCLUSION

1

Source Reference Year Fault
inter-
ference

The most prevalent

IEEE (ICSM) [32] 2011 ? Destructive interference
ACM (ISSTA) [27] 2011 ? Destructive interference
IEEE (ISESEM) [33] 2013 ? Destructive interference
Springer (ESE) [29] 2015 ? Destructive interference

Figure 2: Table 1 :

2

Method Papers %
One-bug-
at-a-time
(OBA)
debugging

[27, 29, 32, 33, 43-62] 80%

Parallel
debugging

[17, 63-66] 16.7%

Simultaneous
debugging

[67] 3.3%

c) Fault Types that are Utilized in All the Selected
Studies
Fault types play a vital role in software fault
localization research, especially in localizing multiple
faults. Fault types are the type of faults used in the
selected papers to generate multiple-fault versions.
There are two main categories of faults in software fault

Figure 3: Table 2 :

3

Figure 4: Table 3 :
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